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Volcanism is abundant in the Central Andes of northern Chile, southern Peru and western 
Bolivia and is associated with the subduction of the oceanic Nazca Plate beneath the South 
American continent. Magma types that feed these volcanoes appear to be uniform throughout 
the Andes and must pass through exceptionally thick crust (70 km) from their source at mantle 
depth to the surface. No other subduction zone on our globe today features such thick 
continental crust. As a result, these magmas are strongly modified by interaction with 
continental crustal material during ascent and storage and this influence has changed 
systematically in the past 25 million years of crustal thickening when the Andean mountains 
formed. Advective heat through massive basalt intrusions has caused the continental crust to 
melt leading to vast volumes of magmas that explosively erupted as ignimbrites in distinct 
pulses during the last 25 million years. 
 
This presentation traces the processes and rates of magma evolution through time and space 
and their relation to the evolving Andean orogen. The analysis is based on geological 
reconstructions, petrological, and petrographical observations as well as an extensive data 
base that compiles geochemical and isotopic data as well as geochronological and volumetric 
information on magmatic rocks. Such regional information on variable magma compositions 
throughout the entire Central Andes is combined with detailed case studies of selected 
volcanoes and their magmatic feeder systems. Crystals that formed during storage and ascent 
preserve an archive for the chemical and temporal evolution of magmas prior to eruption that 
can be unravelled by in-situ geochemical analyses. 
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Studying compositional variability magmatic products from crustal to crystal scales thus allows 
a better understanding of the roots of the volcanoes in the Central Andes. 

Gerhard Wörner, born 1952 in Kassel, studied mineralogy at the University of Bochum. After a 
stint at the University of Mainz, he received a professorship in geochemistry at the University of 
Göttingen in 1993. 

Dr. Wörner developed an interest in volcanology early on in his career. While spending part of his 
PhD in the US working with the USGS, he witnessed the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens 
firsthand. Dr. Wörner’s main research is directed towards understanding magmatism in the central 
Andes and its relation to Andean uplift and erosion. He has also worked on volcanism at active 
plate boundaries in Kamchatka and Central America. In Antarctica, he studied the evolution of 
continental rift systems. 

Among the prizes he was awarded are the Leibniz Prize and the Albert Maucher Prize (1989) of 
the DFG as well as the “Distinguished Geologic Career Award” of the Mineralogy, Geochemistry, 
Petrology and Volcanology Division of the Geological Society of America in 2013. 

The Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Prize is the highest honor awarded in German research. 
Established in 1985, the prize provides an unparalleled degree of freedom to outstanding 
scientists and academics to pursue their research interests. Up to ten prizes are awarded annually 
with a maximum of €2.5 million per award. Prize recipients are awarded the prize solely on the 
basis of the scientific quality of their work. The Leibniz Prize honors the well-known scientist and 
humanist Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716), who was a leading figure in the fields of 
philosophy, mathematics, physics and theology.  

The German Research Foundation (DFG) is the central, self-governing organization funding 
science and basic research in Germany. Serving all branches of science and the humanities, its 
members comprise German research universities, non-university research institutions, scientific 
associations and the Academies of Science and the Humanities. 

The chief task of the DFG is to fund the best research projects by scientists and academics at 
universities and research institutions, which are selected on the basis of a multi-layered peer 
review process. The DFG is a cornerstone of Germany’s strength as a research nation and it plays 
a key role in structuring academic research in Europe. 

The DFG organizes Leibniz Lectures in different regions across the world in order to promote the 
prize, the research conducted by the prize holders, and the high quality of German science in 
general. This is the first event of its kind to be organized in Chile.  

 


